Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Machine learning (ML) is one of the sub-branches of artificial intelligence (AI) that deals with the ways in which machines learn from experience \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. However, some of the computer scientists are of the opinion that the terms AI and ML are identical because of the possibility of learning from experience which is the main feature of the entity called intelligent system \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. A detailed definition of the term ML was given by \[[@CR7]\] as "a computer system is said to have learned from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at task in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E". For many years, ML has solved many sophisticated and complex real world problems in the application areas such as marketing, business and retails applications, natural language processing, health care, autonomous vehicle system, intelligent robots, climate change, image processing, voice, gaming, among others. ML techniques had been used for the prediction and diagnosis of many diseases such as COVID-19 pandemic, malaria, typhoid, coronary artery diseases, diabetes mellitus, among others \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]. ML algorithms are typically based on the trial and error approach which is quite opposite to conventional algorithms that follow the programming instruction based on like if-else decision statements \[[@CR10]\].

ML tasks are classified into four broad categories, namely supervised learning, unsupervised learning, active learning and reinforcement learning \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. Supervised learning infers a function from the labeled training data, unsupervised learning infers a function from unlabeled training data, and active learning infers a function by choosing the most informative sample for labeling to train the model \[[@CR12]\], while reinforcement learning interacts with a dynamic environment \[[@CR10], [@CR12]\]. The flowchart of the training process of ML tasks including supervised learning, unsupervised learning and active learning is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, when training data are labeled, the training process is called supervised while otherwise it is called unsupervised training process. In contrast, when both labeled and unlabeled data are used for the training processing, this training process is called semi-supervised \[[@CR10]\]. However, the task of supervised ML is the one most commonly used in real world applications, especially for the diagnosis and prediction of diseases. In this study, the supervised ML models were developed using supervised ML algorithms for the prediction of diabetes mellitus.Fig. 1Flowchart for training process machine learning tasks \[[@CR10]\]

Diabetes mellitus (DM), commonly referred to as diabetes, is a group of metabolic disorders of carbohydrate metabolism in which glucose is underutilized, producing hyperglycemia (increased glucose concentration in the blood) \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. The major symptoms of DM include frequent urination, increased thirst, and hunger. If left untreated, diabetes can cause many complications, such as diabetic ketoacidosis and the non-ketotic hyperosmolar coma \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. The long-term complications caused by DM include cardiovascular diseases, strokes, chronic kidney failures, foot ulcers, and damages to the eyes and nerves. Diabetes occurs due to either the pancreas not producing enough insulin or the cells of the body not responding properly to the insulin produced \[[@CR16]\]. DM is one of the deadliest diseases in the world, especially in developed nations. It is, however, becoming more rampant in the developing nations such as Nigeria, while posing more threats to individuals in the latter than those in the former \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]. Over 415 million people were suffering from diabetes mellitus worldwide as of 2015, 8.3% being part of the adult population, with equal rates in both women and men. DM type 2 constitutes approximately 90% of the cases \[[@CR18]\]. DM is estimated to have resulted in 1.5--5.0 million deaths each year in the period of 2012--2015 \[[@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR19]\] and it doubles a person\'s risk of dying. The number of people with diabetes is expected to rise to 592 million by 2035 \[[@CR15]\]. DM is one of the growing public health concerns in Nigeria. Four years ago, South Africa and Ethiopia had more cases of diabetes than Nigeria, but now Nigeria has the highest incidence of diabetes in the sub-Saharan Africa \[[@CR18]\]. In this study, the diagnostic dataset of DM type 2 was collected from the Murtala Mohammed Hospital, Kano--Nigeria and used to develop the predictive supervised ML model based on logistic regression, support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor, random forest, naive Bayes, and gradient booting algorithms.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Many works have been carried out using supervised ML to build predictive models in the health-care sector to complement and supplement the works of health workers in the course of diagnosing many diseases.

In the work of \[[@CR10]\], COVID-19 prediction models that use supervised ML was developed. The model was developed based on liner regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), least absolute shrinkage and selection (LASSO), and exponential smoothing (ES) algorithms. The study demonstrated the capability of the supervised ML algorithms to predict the number of upcoming COVID-19 patients that were affected. A supervised ML approach, which incorporated the generic algorithm and weighted K-nearest neighbor (WKNN) algorithms to predict and classify DM type 2 according to the presence or absence of coronary artery disease complications, was developed in the work of \[[@CR20]\]. The supervised ML predictive model for acute ischemic stroke post intra-arterial therapy was developed in the work of \[[@CR21]\]. The model showed a promising accuracy of the prediction and the study further proposed a robust learning model that can potentially optimize the selection process for medical treatment and endovascular activity in the management of acute strokes. In the work of \[[@CR22]\], the predictive supervised ML model for the prediction of post-induction hypotension was developed. The result of the study showed that the success recorded in prediction post-induction hypotension demonstrates the ability of supervised ML models for predictive analytics in the field of anesthesiology. The predictive model for hospitalization due to heart disease was developed using supervised ML algorithms in the work of \[[@CR23]\]. The dataset used for the development of the model was collected from an urban hospital in Boston and five models were developed using SVM, AdaBoost, LR, Naïve Bayes, and likelihood ratio test algorithms. A supervised ML model for rapid detection of heat rate fragmentation and cardiac arrhythmias was developed in the study of \[[@CR24]\]. A random forest algorithm and a dataset of 300 instances of arrhythmic, non-arrhythmic coronary artery disease, and individuals without any medically significant cardiac conditions were used to develop a predictive model. The model was evaluated with 104 independent cases and proved to be very efficient. In the work of \[[@CR25]\], supervised ML was used to generate a molecular signature that can classify metastatic hepatocellular carcinoma patients and identified genes that were relevant to metastatic and survival of the patients. In the work of \[[@CR26]\], a review of supervised machine learning for population genetics was carried out and the review study found that there is a promising direction in the area. The study further found that supervised machine learning is an important and underutilized technique that has considerable potential for the evolutionary genomics. A supervised ML model for the identification of mosquitoes from the backscattered optical signal was developed in the study of \[[@CR24]\]. The study showed that the optical sensor coupled with supervised ML can be a viable alternative means for monitoring the mosquito population. The predictive supervised ML approach for the estimation of the risk recurrence in early stages of oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma has been developed in the work of \[[@CR27]\]. The result of the study showed the ability of supervised ML to predict locoregional recurrences. Supervised ML algorithms which include support vector machines, linear discriminant analysis, and K-nearest neighbor algorithms were used to identify dementia in the work of \[[@CR28]\]. The result of the study showed that the algorithms are capable of predicting dementia.

Therefore, various related works so far reviewed in this section showed the potential ability of supervised ML algorithms to develop a model for the prediction of DM type 2.

Materials and Methods {#Sec3}
=====================

Dataset {#Sec4}
-------

The diagnostic dataset for the DM type 2 patients was collected from the Murtala Mohammed Specialist Hospital, Kano State, in Nigeria. The dataset has nine attributes, including age, family history, glucose, cholesterol (CHOL), blood pressure (BP), HDL (high density lipoprotein), triglyceride, BMI (body mass index), and the diagnosis result. The dataset has 383 instances. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the description of units and ranges of risk attributes of the dataset.Table 1Description of units and ranges of the dataset attributesSNAttributeUnitRange1AgeYear1--1502Family historyYes (1), No (0)0, 13Glucosemg/dL37--2954Cholesterol (CHOL)mg/dL128--5755Blood pressure (BP)mmHg90--1906HDLmg/dL10.6--737Triglyceridemg/dL40--6908BMIkg/m^2^20.28--40.259Diagnosis resultPositive (1), Negative (0)0, 1

Supervised Machine Learning Algorithms {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------

### Support Vector Machine {#Sec6}

The support vector machine (SVM) is an elegant, powerful, and one of the most widely used supervised ML algorithms. SVM is used for both the regression and classification machine learning task problems due to its capability to non-linearly predict separable patterns by projecting the original feature into a hyperplane (higher-dimensional space) \[[@CR27]\]. SVM is a non-parametric algorithm that recalls the training dataset for storing them all \[[@CR28]\]. The SVM algorithm solves regression problems using linear functions, while in the case of non-linear regression problems, it maps the set of the input vector (*a*) to an *n*-dimensional space called a feature space (*b*) \[[@CR13]\]. However, for multivariate training data (*a*~n~) it is expressed in an *N* number of observations (*b*~n~), as a set of observed responses. The linear function can be shown as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Therefore with a special condition of the values of all the residual not more than *ε*, as in the equation below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### K-Nearest Neighbor {#Sec7}

K-nearest neighbor is one of the simplest supervised ML algorithms that relies on the hypothesis "things that look alike" \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. The algorithm is a non-parametric and supervised classifier used for the regression and classification tasks \[[@CR15]\]. In both tasks, the input features consists of K closest training examples or the dataset in the feature space, while the algorithm relies on labeled data for the learning process to produce appropriate outputs for unlabeled input features. The idea behind the KNN algorithm is that if a sample has *k* most similar neighbors in the feature space, m13ost of the samples belong to a certain category, then the sample also belongs to this category \[[@CR4], [@CR30], [@CR31]\]. The voting method is generally used in the classification task, that is, the category label that appears frequently in the *k* sample is selected as the prediction result, while in the case of the regression task, the average method is used where the real value output labels of the k sample are used as the prediction result \[[@CR5], [@CR31]\].

### Random Forest {#Sec8}

The random decision tree algorithm was proposed in 1995 by bell LABS Ho, which was advocated by aggregating many classifiers to improve the prediction accuracy. The idea behind the algorithm is to combine multiple decision tree classifiers, such as bagging and random space, to make predictions and get the final result by decision-making votes \[[@CR4], [@CR30]\]. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the principle of filling the random forest.Fig. 2Principle of filling random forest. The bootstrap resampling technique is firstly used where multiple samples are randomly selected from the original training dataset x to generate a new training dataset \[[@CR32]\]. Then, multiple decision trees are built to form the random forest which then finally averages the output of each decision tree to determine the final filling result y \[[@CR33]\].

### Naive Bayes {#Sec9}

Naïve Bayes is also a supervised ML algorithm based on the Bayes theorem. It learns by estimating the prior probability of each class using a training dataset \[[@CR2]\]. The Bayes theorem is in the Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Gradient Boosting Algorithm {#Sec10}

The gradient boosting algorithm combines a set of weaker learners to construct one strong learner. Unlike the bagging learning algorithm, where the models are made independently, gradient boosting makes its models sequentially by iteration to minimize the error of models learned earlier \[[@CR34]\]. The gradient boosting algorithm learns a predictive model by combining *M* additive tree models (*T*~0~, *T*~1~, ..., *T*~n~) to predict the results as shown in the equation below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ensemble model can be optimized by reducing the expected generalization error *L* as shown in the equation below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Logic Regression {#Sec11}

The logic regression ML algorithm is an adaptive regression technique which constructs predicators as a Boolean combination of binary covariates \[[@CR35]\]. The algorithm is used for a classification task with the aim of finding out a single Boolean expression that predicts a binary outcome. In the case of a regression task, many Boolean expressions can be investigated and simultaneously embedded into a liner regression model \[[@CR36]\].

Evaluation Metrics {#Sec12}
------------------

In this study, we used two evaluation techniques to determine the performance of each developed predictive learning model based on various supervised ML algorithms. These techniques include the following:

Accuracy is used to evaluate the supervised ML predictive models. The accuracy has the following definition:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For binary predictive models, accuracy can be calculated in terms of positive and negative as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is used to determine the diagnostic or predictive ability of the ML model as its discrimination threshold is varied. The curve is created by plotting the rate of true positive against the rate of false positive at various threshold settings. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows a typical ROC curve.Fig. 3Typical ROC curve

Predictive Supervised Machine Learning Models {#Sec13}
=============================================

In this study, the predictive supervised ML model for diabetes type 2 was developed using a diagnostic dataset for DM type 2 patients. The dataset was collected at the Murtala Mohammed General Hospital Kano State in Nigeria and was used to develop predictive learning models. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the sample of the dataset. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the work flow and how the models were developed.Table 2Sample of the datasetAge (years)Family historyGlucose (mg/dL)CHOL (mg/dL)BP (mmHg)HDL (mg/dL)Triglyceride (mg/dL)BMI (kg/m^2^)Diagnosis result62128113531256234561421201171391719843139028114030945624506211361401293220132060114912013460119441571120135178113001405901301803416765151631199130198151231517401781181693256321611201176190213193213401231302311721170Fig. 4Workflow of the predictive models

The dataset collected was preprocessed and prepared into a comma-separated values file (CSV) format. CSV uses a comma to separate values, where each line of the file is a data record called data instance. Each data instance consists of one or more fields called columns, separated by a comma. A field separator using commas is the source of the name of the CSV file format. The dataset has 363 instances (records) without a missing value. The dataset has two demographic attributes, which include age and family history, as well as clinical attributes including BP, glucose, CHOL, triglycerides, HDL, BMI, and the diagnostic result of the doctor which can be either positive or negative. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the data type of the dataset attribute.Table 3Data type of the dataset attributesSNAttributeData type1Ageint642Family historyint643Glucoseint644Cholesterolint645Blood pressureint646High density lipoproteinint647Triglycerideint648Body mass indexint649Diagnosis resultint64

The Python programming language is used for the development of the learning predictive models. The Python programming language is an open source language and generally one of the most powerful and well-known dynamic programming languages used for development of predictive learning models and other data analysis tasks. In this study, the Python programming language has been used to develop the predictive supervised ML models for DM type 2 with a diagnostic dataset for DM type 2 patients. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the description of the values of each attribute of the dataset, which includes the number of non-null observations, mean, standard deviation, the minimum value, 25% values, 50% values, 75% values, and the maximum value for each variable of the dataset.Fig. 5Description of the values of the dataset attributes

In this study, the correlation coefficient analysis of the dataset attributes was also carried out. The correlation coefficient r is used to measure or determine the strength and direction of the linear relationship between two features or variables of the dataset on a scatterplot \[[@CR37]\]. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the scatterplot correlation coefficient of the attributes of the dataset, while Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the correlation matrix which depicts the correlation coefficients between sets of variables.Fig. 6Scatterplot correlation coefficient of the dataset attributesFig. 7The correlation matrix of the dataset attributes

In the correlation coefficient analysis, the value r is always a finite number between − 1 to + 1. As for the regression analysis, the correlation coefficient is used for modeling the association between the dependent variable and the independent variable. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the r value and the correlation coefficient status between the dependent variables and independent variables of the dataset used in this study.Table 4*r* value and correlation coefficientSNDependent variableIndependent variabler valueCorrelation coefficient relationship1AgeDiagnosis result0.041A weak positive correlation coefficient relationship2Family historyDiagnosis result0.37A moderate positive correlation coefficient relationship3GlucoseDiagnosis result0.72A strong positive correlation coefficient relationship4CholesterolDiagnosis result0.43A moderate positive correlation coefficient relationship5Blood pressureDiagnosis result− 0.25A weak negative correlation coefficient relationship6High density lipoproteinDiagnosis result− 0.19A weak negative correlation coefficient relationship7TriglycerideDiagnosis result0.21A weak positive correlation coefficient relationship8Body mass indexDiagnosis result0.079A weak positive correlation coefficient relationship

The predictive supervised ML models for DM type 2 based on logistic regression, support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor, random forest, naive Bayes, and gradient booting algorithms were developed. The algorithms were directly applied on the dataset with the help of Python programming and its built-in libraries to develop the models. The accuracy and ROC performance evaluation of the predictive supervised ML models for DM type 2 was carried out. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the result of the performance evaluation of the models.Table 5Performance evaluation result of the modelS/NSupervised machine learning modelAccuracy (%)ROC (%)1Logistic regression80.8880.732Support vector machine85.2984.743K-nearest neighbor82.3581.944Random forest88.7686.285Naive Bayes77.9477.436Gradient booting86.7686.28

Results and Discussion {#Sec14}
======================

In this study, predictive learning models for DM type 2 based on logistic regression, support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor, random forest, naive Bayes, and gradient booting algorithms were developed. The performance evaluation in terms of accuracy and receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) of each developed model was determined. In terms of accuracy, the random forest predictive learning-based model happened to be the best model with an accuracy of 88.76%, followed by the gradient booting-based model with an accuracy of 86.76%, the support vector machine-based model with an accuracy of 85.29%, the K-nearest neighbor-based model with an accuracy of 82.35%, the logistic regression-based model with an accuracy of 80.88%, and lastly the naive Bayes-based model with an accuracy of 77.94%. However, in terms of the receiver operating characteristic curve, the random forest and gradient booting happened to be the best predictive models with an 86.28% predictive ability, respectively, followed by the support vector machine-based predictive model with 84.74%, the K-nearest neighbor-based predictive model with 81.94%, the logistic regression-based predictive model with 80.73%, and the naive Bayes-based predictive model with 77.73%. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the performance evaluation in terms of accuracy and ROC in each predictive model. Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the visualization of the random tree predictive model, which happened to be the best models in terms of accuracy and one of the best in terms of ROC.Fig. 8Performance evaluation result of the predictive modelsFig. 9Visualization of the random tree predictive model

The predictive model in the figure shows that the glucose dataset attribute appeared to be the first splitting attribute and that the attribute is the most important for the diagnosis of DM type 2 in patients. This also corroborates the strong positive correlational coefficient relationship found between glucose attributes against the diagnosis result attribute of the dataset in the correlation coefficient analysis carried out earlier in the study. A set of rules that can be used for the diagnosis and prediction of DM type 2 can be extracted from the figure, which shows the visualization of the random tree predictive model. Below are the samples of the rules extracted from the predictive learning model:(i)If the glucose level of the patient is greater than 125 mg/dL and his/her blood pressure is between 129 and 225 mmHg, then the patient is diabetic.(ii)If the glucose level of the patient is less or equal to 125 mg/dL, his/her HDL is less than 53 mg/dL and his/her triglyceride is greater than 45 mg/dL, then the patient is diabetic.(iii)If the glucose level of the patient is less or equal to 125 mg/dL, his/her HDL is less than 53 mg/dL and his/her triglyceride is less than 45 mg/dL, and his blood pressure is less than 247 mmHg, then the patient is not diabetic.

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

In the present study, predictive learning models for DM type 2 based on logistic regression, support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor, random forest, naive Bayes, and gradient booting algorithms were developed. However, the random forest predictive learning-based model was found to be the best model among the developed models with 88.76% in terms of accuracy, while in terms of the receiver operating characteristic curve, random forest and gradient booting appeared to be the best predictive learning models with 86.28%, respectively. The model will help health workers and medical personnel when diagnosing and predicting DM type 2 among those patients suspected to have diabetes mellitus.
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